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We investigate the critical behaviour of the chemical potential and average occupation numbers using the extended s — f model with intersite Cooper
pairing for systems with fluctuating valence. The model is able to describe
phase transitions from normal ferromagnet to normal paramagnet at Τ = Τc,
from superconducting paramagnet to normal paramagnet at Τ = Ts, as well
as reentrant phase transitions with three critical temperatures Τs1, Tc and
Τs2 (Ts1 < Tc < Τ52). Present investigation, as well as recent results obtained for another models suggest one-to-one correspondence between critical
temperatures of the system and kinks appearing in the temperature dependence of the chemical potential and average occupation numbers. This, in
turn, indicates a possibility to apply the measurement of the chemical potential vs. temperature as an experimental universal tool when looking for
phase transitions in solids.
PACS numbers: 75.30.Kz, 75.40.Cx

1. Introduction
Recent theoretical investigations [1-5] showed that the temperature dependence of the average occupation numbers and of the chemical potential can be
used to detect phase transitions (temperature and concentration driven, structural phase transitions included). The mentioned quantities, exhibiting kinks in
the critical points, clearly indicate critical temperatures (or concentrations) of the
considered systems. From the theoretical point of view there is no possibility to
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give a general proof of this fact. We can, however, study many different, microscopical models looking for this general tendency. Such investigations seem to be
very important at present because till now [1-5] only model systems with integer
valence have been studied. Therefore, it is necessary to see whether the mentioned
critical behaviour of the average occupation numbers (critical electron redistribution effect) and of the chemical potential also holds for systems with intermediate
valence. In Ref. [6] the extended s— f model with intersite Cooper pairing has been
applied to study the competition between ferromagnetism and superconductivity
for system exhibiting fluctuating valence. Using this model in the present paper
we show that the effect of kinks at critical points is also present in the case of
such systems for all phase transitions (normal ferromagnet—normal paramagnet,
superconducting paramagnet—normal paramagnet and reentrant phase transitions)
possible to appear within the model.
2. Model, calculations and conclusions
The Hamiltonian of the extended s— f model with intersite Cooper pairing
(see Ref. [6]) can be presented in the following form (grand canonical ensemble):

The Hamiltonian (2) describes the subsystem of 4f (5f) electrons and contains the following model parameters: E! (position of the 4f (5 f) level), U
(Coulomb repulsion) and .Ji j (intersite Cooper pairing for 4f (5 f) electrons
(cf. Ref. [7])). The subsystem of conduction electrons describes the Hamiltonian (3)
with model parameters: td j (hopping integral for conduction electrons: we apply
the energy scale where td i,i = 0) and Ri,j (intersite Cooper pairing for conduction
electrons, similar to Ji,j ). The Hamiltonian (4) describes the mutual interaction
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between 4f (5f) electrons and conduction electrons with model parameters: g (s— f
coupling constant (local exchange integral)) and V (intrasite hybridization parameter). μ in Eq. (5) denotes the chemical potential. The indices i and j number the
lattice sites. The construction operators are denoted by f, σ (f σ) and di σ (d2 σ)
for 4f (5f) electrons and conduction electrons (σ = ΐ, J,), respectively. From the
beginning we have assumed the intersite Cooper pairing between 4f (5f) electrons
and conduction electrons (see (2) and (3)) because assuming the Cooper pairing
for conduction electrons only (as usually) due to the hybridization term (see (4))
the superconductivity will automatically appear also in the 4f (5 f) subsystem and
vice versa. The model (1) without third and fourth term in (2) and second and
third term in (3) has been used to describe the properties of lanthanide or actinide
based materials with fluctuating valence (cf. Refs. [8-11]). Including the intersite
Cooper pairing terms between 4f (5f) and conduction electrons in (2) and (3)
we enhance the applicability of the model (1) to magnetic and superconducting
systems (see Refs. [6], [12] and [13]) with fluctuating valence.
To calculate the chemical potential we use the constraint

where (nf,dσ) are average occupation numbers for both 4f (5f) and conduction
electrons (σ = ΐ, f) and n is the average number of electrons per lattice site.
Applying the same approximation as in Ref. [6] and standard Green's function
technique† [14], we can finally find the system of nine implicit equations describing
the thermodynamics of the model system (1). In Fig. 1 we present the calculated
Curie temperature ΤC and upper superconducting transition temperature ΤS 2 as
function of the 4f (5 f) level position Ej (Ji ψ 0, Rid Ο 0) for given value of
n = 0.6. The lower superconducting transition temperature TS1 lying a little below
Tc-curve is not marked in Fig. 1 (ΤS 1 TC in the scale of Fig. 1 but in reality
ΤS1 < TC). Figure 1 presents at the same time the phase diagram of the system.
Our special interest is to investigate the temperature behaviour of the average
occupation numbers

and the chemical potential μ. This behaviour can be demonstrated in three limiting
cases:
(i) phase transition: normal ferromagnet — normal paramagnet (we exclude
intersite Cooper pairing (Ji,j = Ri,j = 0)),
(ii) phase transition: superconducting paramagnet — normal paramagnet (we
use the cross-section Εf = —0.75 eV from Fig. 1),
(iii) reentrant phase transitions with three critical temperatures ΤS 11 Τc and
ΤS 2 (we use the cross-section Εf = —1 eV from Fig. 1).
The calculated temperature dependence of the average occupation numbers (9) and of the chemical potential μ for three limiting cases (i), (ii), and (iii)
†For the model Hamiltonian (1) it is possible to derive an exact equation connecting the
Green functions belonging to both subsystems. The approximate Green functions, calculated in
this paper exactly fulfil this exact equation.
.
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Fig. 1. Phase diagram of the model in the (T, Ef) plane for n = 0.6. Model paramΣj[n. width
Ji,j /ofconduction
band), V = 0.1 eV, g = 0.2 eV,
eters: W = 2 eV (band
the
f) = R0 ι = Σ j ( n.n. l R; ,f I = 0.15 eV. F — ferromagnetic,
U = 10 eV, J0 I / =
n.l
S — superconducting and P — paramagnetic phases. /

is depicted in Figs. 2a—c, respectively. All critical temperatures: ΤC (Fig. 2a), ΤS
(Fig. 2b), and ΤS 1 , ΤC, TS2 (Fig. 2c) can easily be identified from the plots, because
at each critical temperature the average occupation numbers (9) and the chemical
potential μ change their slopes (small but visible kinks). The phase transitions
take place at such a critical temperature for which average occupation numbers
(critical electron redistribution within the constraint (8)) and the chemical potential μ reach their critical values. The changes in the slopes at all critical points can
even better be displayed when instead to plot the mentioned quantities as functions of temperature we plot their temperature derivatives (not depicted here). In
this latter case in all critical points we should see the jumps of the corresponding
temperature derivatives (in the case of the constraint (8) δn f/0Τ = —ánd/8T at
each critical point). Looking at the curves in Figs. 2a—c we can see that the effect
of kinks, present for systems with integer valence [1-5] takes also place for systems
with fluctuating valence. In other words, the effect seems to be generally present,
and, when it appears in our model calculation, we expect that the effect of kinks
should also be seen in experiments.
Especially interesting and useful from the experimental point of view should
be the measurement of the temperature dependence of the chemical potential (or
its temperature derivative (more sensitive method)) because according to our calculations the kinks (or jumps in Ομ/θΡT) clearly indicate critical temperatures. The
measurement of the chemical potential vs. temperature can be performed with the
use of the photoelectron spectroscopic methods, presented in Ref. [15]. To show
that very small changes in the slope of the chemical potential can be experimentally
measured with sufficient accuracy let us recall the results obtained for high temperature superconductor YΒa 2 Cu3 O 7-δ . In Refs. [16, 17] the authors have predicted
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Fig. 2. Plot of the average occupation numbers (9) and of the chemical potential μ [eV]
vs. temperature for three limiting cases (i), (ii), and (iii) in (a), (b), (c) respectively.
Model parameters for (a): Εf = 1 eV, J0 = R0 = 0. Parts (b) and (c) display the
cross-sections Εf = —0.75 eV and Εf = —I eV from Fig. I, respectively. The other
model parameters as in Fig. 1.
-

the change in the slope of the chemical potential at the critical temperature Τs .
With the use of the phenomenological Ginzburg —Landau theory [18] the authors
of Ref. [19] could even connect the jump in ∂ μ/ ∂ Τ at Τs with the jump in the specific heat. The straightforward measurement of the chemical potential vs. temperature, performed for high temperature superconductor YΒa2Cu3O7-δ (7'S 90 K)
clearly showed a kink at Τs (see Figs. 1, 2 in Ref. [20]) in agreement with Ref. [16].
This example in connection with the results of Refs. [1-5] and the present paper
(fluctuating valence systems) suggests an experimental possibility to apply the
measurements of the chemical potential vs. temperature (concentration, pressure,
external fields etc.) for all types of phase transitions (temperature or concentration driven, external field induced transitions etc.) for magnetic, superconducting,
ferroelectric systems (structural phase transitions included) as a universal tool to
detect all critical temperatures (concentrations, critical fields, etc.) characterizing
real materials.
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